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Abstract. In order to control laser-induced shock processes, two main points of interest must be fully understood: 

the laser-matter interaction generating a pressure loading from a given laser intensity profile and the propagation of 

induced shock waves within the target. This work aims to build a predictive model for laser shock-waves 

experiments with 2 grades of aluminum at low-middle intensities (50 - 500 GW/cm
2
) using the hydrodynamic Esther 

code. This 1D Lagrangian code manages both laser-matter interaction and shocks propagation. The numerical results 

are compared to recent experiments led on the Transportable Laser Shocks Generator (GCLT) facility. The results of 

this work motivate a discussion on the shock behavior dependence to elasto-plasticity and fracturation models. 

Numerical results of the rear surface velocity show a good agreement with the experimental results and it appears 

that the response of the material to the propagating shock is well predicted. The Esther code associated to this 

developed model can therefore be considered as a reliable predictive code for laser ablation and shockwaves 

experiments with pure Aluminum and 6061 Aluminum in the mentioned range of parameters. The Pressure-Intensity 

relationship generated by the Esther code is compared to previously established relationships. 
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1 Introduction 

For the last decades, industrial applications of shocks generated by laser have arisen. They are 

based on lasers delivering from 1 to 100 J with pulse durations of several tens of ns. Focusing 

this type of laser beam on a target with a focal spot of some mm² enables heating the matter from 

solid to plasma state by inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption [1]. Once created at the surface, the 

plasma tends to expand in all directions and an ablation pressure (Pabl) of some GPa is created at 

the ablation front, in reaction to the ablated matter which is ejected in the normal direction to the 

front face. This ablation pressure is applied to the front face in some nanoseconds and generates 

therefore a shock wave in the material (Figure 1). Using a confining dielectric layer maximizes 
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the shock pressure and duration in comparison to non-confined experiments which are 

traditionally led in vacuum atmosphere [2]; hence confined configurations are preferred for 

industrial applications. Monitoring the rear surface of thin targets with velocity measurement 

system is usually employed to characterize the shock amplitude on the rear surface. 

40 
Fig. 1 Schematic view of the generation of a shock wave induced by laser  41 

Mastering shockwaves within the material pave the way to industrial outcomes. In all cases of 42 

application, the use of laser sources enables repeatability and eases the development of automatic 43 

processes. Nowadays, the LASer Adhesion Test (LASAT) and the Laser Shock Peening (LSP), 44 

identified as the two main laser shock processes, are well known in the industrial community. 45 

The LASAT process aims to assess for the quality of interfaces within multi-layered structures 46 

by steering shock waves generated by laser [3]. The LSP is seen as an alternative to classical shot 47 

peening which uses high speed micro particles [4]. If the LASAT is expected to start its 48 

development phase in various industrial sectors in the upcoming years, the LSP has already 49 

proven its efficiency at industrial scale since the beginning of laser-driven shock understanding. 50 

In addition, shocks induced by laser are seen as an alternative tool for characterizing solid 51 

materials behavior under high speed loading up to 10
7
s

-1
 without having to take the impactor52 

behavior into account [5] [6]. However, many challenges appear in the laser-matter interaction at 53 

this moderate intensity range (10-500 GW/cm
2
) and even more at low intensities for confined54 



configurations (0.1 – 6 GW/cm²). Some phenomena related to laser-matter interaction or 

mechanical behavior of materials, such as elasto-plasticity, may be negligible at higher regimes 

and have a determining influence in the laser shocks applications. 

The development of a predictive numerical code for the applications mentioned above is the best 

way to design process parameters for related applications. Building this predictive code implies 

validation by experiments to identify key parameters for the development of new or existing 

models to be implemented within the considered code. This paper presents the first step of such 

approach which is the validation of Esther in a non-confined configuration. This is achieved 

coupling Esther code simulations and rear free velocity measurements of a reference material 

(Pure Aluminum) under laser shocks. Sensitivity of the code to material properties is also 

investigated with a different grade of aluminum (6061 Aluminum). 

2 Numerical tool 

Esther is a Lagrangian mono-dimensional code which manages both laser-matter interaction and 

shock propagation into the target [7] [8] [9] [10]. It solves the Helmholtz equation for the 

deposition of laser energy in the depth of skin and describes the evolution of material state from 

solid to plasma. It achieves hydrodynamic calculations on finite volumes using tabulated 

equations of state. Calculations include also radiative transfer and heat conduction models. A 

mechanical model (S-C-G [11]) has been added to reproduce elasto-plasticity of materials. A 

model for damaging and fracturation of materials (Johnson [12]) is also integrated to simulate 

spall experiments. This model describes the evolution of porosity in the material from an initial 

existing porosity to a maximal porosity that triggers spallation. This process is driven by stresses 

and enables the description of shock wave mechanics within the damaged material. Esther gives 



the opportunity to generate the temporal ablation pressure profile corresponding to a given 

temporal laser impulsion profile. This pressure profile can then be used in 2D-mechanical codes 

for studying shock propagation with bi-dimensional considerations. 

3 Experimental set-up 

We have performed experiments on the Transportable Laser Shock Generator (GCLT) of the 

CEA (Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission) which delivers 1064-nm pulses up 

to 40 J with 3 to 100 ns durations. This flexibility in terms of pulse duration allows various 

studies of laser shock, either dedicated to laser-matter interaction or experimental evaluation of 

mechanical properties. The laser pulse temporal profile (I(t)) can be shaped in order to create an 

on-demand pulse shape such as Gaussian-like, Triangle or Top-Hat pulses. A vacuum facility 

enables direct ablation experiments with a control of the on-target spatial distribution of intensity 

by using phase plates. This configuration is available for spots diameter (dfoc) from 0.25 mm to 

4.4 mm. A 532-nm VISAR system [13] allows rear surface velocity measurement on the target 

rear surface, as shown on Figure 2. 

Fig. 2 Schematic view of the experimental set-up used on GCLT 



Experiments have been performed on two different grades of aluminum: a pure laminated 

Aluminum 99.999% and a 6061 Aluminum alloy. Material thicknesses (t) are included in a range 

of 250 μm to 335 μm and pulses duration (τ) varies from 5 ns to 10 ns. Maximal intensities (I) 

vary from 50 GW/cm² to 500 GW/cm² in Top-Hat configuration, which gives insights of very 

different configurations. For each shot of the mentioned campaign, the temporal intensity profile 

and the rear surface velocity profile are extracted. 

4 Development of models for materials 

Figure 3 and 4 give a comparison of experimental and numerical rear free surface velocities and 

corresponding pressure space-time diagrams extracted from calculation. Intensities are in the 

range of 170-180 GW/cm2 for 10 ns pulse duration and these experiments were led on pure 

Aluminum and Aluminum 6061 samples respectively. The sensitivity of shock to an intensity 

variation of +/- 10% is also calculated for the numerical signals. Simulations with and without 

Johnson damage model have been performed. The Johnson model used for this study reproduces 

material damaging by retroaction on the equation of state and mechanical model. If a certain 

threshold of damaging is exceeded, fracturation occurs. In both cases described previously, 

modelling the rear surface velocity with and without fracturation model eases the interpretation 

of material damaging and eventual fracturation. 



Fig. 3 Space-time diagram without fracturation model (a), with fracturation model (b) and rear surface velocity 

profile (c) obtained by simulation (+/- 10% on E) with fracturation (red), without fracturation (blue), and compared 

to the experimental signal – Pure Aluminum – E=18.3 J – t=250 μm – τ=10 ns – dfoc=1 mm (I=170 GW/cm²) 

Typically, rear free surface velocity is characterized by successive oscillations corresponding to 

shock waves going back and forth within the target [14]. The period of these oscillations is given 

by equation (1). 
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In the cases without fracturation model described here (Figure 3 a), Figure 4 a) and blue curves 

on Figure 3 c) and Figure 4 c)), the period of oscillations linked to shockwaves going back and 

forth within the target thickness is about 90 ns. It is typical of shockwaves travelling through 250 

µm-thick aluminum targets. Maxima 1 and 2 correspond to shocks coming out onto the target 

free surface and minima are related to the end of unloading of the free surface by release waves. 

If damage occurs within the target (Figure 4 b) and red curves on Figure 4 c)), the maximum 

after the first peak (2’ – 180 m/s) is attenuated in comparison to the case without fracturation (2 –

 310 m/s). This may be due to energy dissipation involved in the damaging process. The increase 

of porosity simulated by the fracturation model can be seen as spending energy into the creation 

of many new surfaces. If fracturation occurs (Figure 3 b) and red curves on Figure 3 c)), there is 

then apparition of two new free surfaces by spallation. In this case, the resulting rear surface 

velocity maxima (2’, 3’, 4’, 5’, 6’) refers to back and forth of shock and release waves within the 

spall, hence a higher frequency of oscillations (Period ≈ 20 ns). Simulation results prove here the 

existence of damaging of Aluminum 6061 and 1-D spallation of the pure Aluminum sample. 



Fig. 4 Space-time diagram without fracturation model (a), with fracturation model (b) and rear surface velocity 

profile (c) obtained by simulation (+/- 10% on E) with fracturation (red), without fracturation (blue), and compared 

to the experimental signal – Aluminum 6061 – E=20.3 J – t=250 μm – τ=10 ns – dfoc=1 mm (I=180 GW/cm²) 

At first glance, experimental results show very different behavior of both materials, regarding 

key zones of the rear surface velocity profile, i.e. elastic precursor, maximal velocity and 

unloading of the rear surface. This was confirmed by Vickers micro-hardness measurements led 
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on both materials. A factor 3 exists between both materials since Pure Aluminum and 6061 

Aluminum exhibit a hardness of 40 and 117 respectively (Table 1). This implies a difference of 

the same order of magnitude in terms of strength and a similar difference of yield strength. This 

static mechanical information is correlated to the elastic precursors visible on the rear surface 

velocity profiles, which show also a difference factor of the same order of magnitude (30 m/s for 

Pure Aluminum vs. 100m/s for 6061 Aluminum). 

Table 1 Results of Vickers micro-hardness measurements led on samples 

HV 50g 

Pure Aluminum 6061 Aluminum 

Average Value 40 117 
Standard Deviation 2.0 7.9 

Coefficient of Variation 4.9% 6.8% 

Simulations realized with Esther show very good accordance with the experimental curves. 

Elastic precursors, related to the elasto-plasticity behavior of materials, are correctly defined. 

The maximal velocity peak, impacted by both laser-matter interaction and mechanics is also well 

reproduced considering the uncertainty on incident intensity (+/- 10%) and its influence on the 

rear surface velocity. Taking into account a good definition of elasto-plasticity in simulations and 

the accordance on the maximal rear surface velocity, the laser-matter interaction is then well 

defined by Esther. The cut-off point on pure Aluminum and the unloading phase of the 

Aluminum 6061 are also correctly reproduced in simulations, even if perfectible. These 

observations count for a good modelling of materials damaging occurring for both materials. 

Esther reveals here its ability to reproduce laser shock experiments on materials with very 

different mechanical behaviors. 

Same laser parameters have been used for generating a shock in a thicker sample. Both 

experimental and simulation results are described on Figure 5. 



Fig. 5 Rear surface velocity profile obtained by simulation (+/- 10% on E) with fracturation (red) and without 

fracturation (blue) and compared to the experimental signal – Aluminum 6061 – E=18.2 J – t=335 μm – τ=10 ns – 

dfoc=1 mm (I=170 GW/cm²) 

Comparing Figure 4 and 5 allows having an insight of the effects of thickness on the behavior of 

Aluminum 6061 under identical laser shock conditions [15]. Both configurations generate quite 

similar profiles. Maximal rear surface velocity is, as expected, lower for the 335μm-thick sample 

(371 m/s vs. 420 m/s). The elastic precursor is easier to identify on the 335 μm-thick sample due 

to a longer propagation within the target enabling larger arrival time difference between elastic 

precursor and plastic shock. The simulated elastic precursor fits perfectly the experimental one 

and confirms here the reliability of the mechanical model associated to Esther for such an 

experiment. The comparison of numerical signals generated with and without fracturation model 

with the experimental curve obviously demonstrates that this target was damaged, even if not 

clearly fractured. 
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Laser shock experiments with lower intensity have been led in order to observe the reliability 

of Esther at very low intensity and quasi elasto-plasticity regime. Results are exposed on 

Figure 6. 

Fig. 6 Rear Surface velocity profile obtained by simulation (+/- 10% on E) with fracturation (red) and without 

fracturation (blue) and compared to the experimental signal – Aluminum 6061 – E=6.1 J – t=250 μm – τ=10 ns – 

dfoc=1 mm (I=50 GW/cm²) 

Figure 4 and 6 refer to the same experimental conditions, except about 3 times less induced 

intensity on the results of Figure 6. In this configuration, the maximal rear surface velocity is 

slightly higher than the elastic precursor (200 m/s and 100 m/s for the beginning of elastic 

precursor). Simulations curves representing +/- 10% of uncertainty on intensity are very close to 

each other (20 m/s of difference on the peak value). They reveal the small dependence of rear 

surface velocity to intensity in this regime. The resulting behavior must then be largely 

influenced by the mechanical model of the material and poorly affected by laser-matter 

interaction. This must imply that a large part of induced energy is converted into elastic strain 

energy and hardening of the material. A very small part is dedicated to hydrodynamic plastic 

Elastic 

precursor 



shock. The elastic precursor is accurately simulated by Esther, confirming the reliability of the 

mechanical model. The first peak is reasonably well reproduced but the unloading phase could 

be better fitted with a slightly lower maximal rear surface velocity. After 100 ns, bi-dimensional 

effects can be considered to significantly impact the rear surface velocity. After this time, the 

large discrepancy between simulation and experimental results can be attributed, for a non-

negligible part, to 2D effects [16]. 

5 Impact of modulations in I(t) 

The experimental I(t) profiles shows modulations intrinsic to the GCLT laser source (Figure 7). 

These modulations are about 10-15% around the intensity of a perfect Top-Hat pulse which has 

the same experimental fluence (Feq). As shown on Figure 8, these modulations are reported in the 

ablation pressure profile (Pabl(t)), numerically determined with Esther. While the shock wave 

propagates within the target thickness, these modulations are attenuated. Beyond 200 μm of 

propagation, the form of the pressure profile (P(t)) generated with the experimental I(t) 

corresponds to the theoretical Top-hat one.  The first peak of the experimental profile is higher 

than the maximal intensity of the theoretical Top-Hat which explains a higher maximum in 

Pabl(t). However, the here above-mentioned modulations are responsible of multiple release 

waves within the pressure profile. They increase the attenuation of the pressure peak along the 

propagation within the thickness. At 250 μm of propagation, both experimental and theoretical 

Top-Hat profiles have the same maximal pressure value. Beyond this value, the experimental 

profile has a lower maximal, generating a maximal rear surface velocity (v(t)) slightly smaller 

than the one obtained with a theoretical Top-Hat (Figure 9). 



Fig. 7 I(t) for a 10-ns GCLT Top-Hat (full line), and 10-ns numerical Top-Hats defined with a fluence equal to the 

measured experimental fluence (dotted line) 

Fig. 8 Pabl(t) (yellow) and P(t) at 50 μm (red), 100 μm (magenta), 150 μm (pale blue), 200 μm (dark blue) and 250 

μm (green) of propagation for a 10-ns GCLT Top-Hat (full lines) and 10-ns numerical Feq Top-Hats (dotted line) 



Fig. 9 v(t) for a 10-ns GCLT Top-Hat (full line) and a 10-ns numerical Top-Hat defined with a Feq (dotted line) 

This numerical study highlights the diminution of modulations in the temporal loading profile 

with the propagation in the material. It shows that these perturbations have no significant impact 

on the shape of the rear face velocity peak and a very limited impact on the maximal rear face 

velocity. Using a perfect Top-Hat impulsion for numerical predictions in the frame of future 

experimental campaigns should give a good approach of what is expected with real profiles. 

6 Validating laser-matter interaction model with Esther 

As mentioned before, Esther simulates the laser-matter interaction to generate an ablation 

pressure used as mechanical solicitation for modelling the behavior of material under shock 

loading. In order to validate the ability of Esther to generate adequate ablation pressure, P-I 

points obtained with Esther must be compared to a well-known P=f(I) law such as the one 

developed by Phipps from the works of Caruso [17], [18] , Nemchinov [19] and Kidder [20]: 

8/14/14/3 
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It has been identified by Phipps as the best law for representing experiments [21]. In this study A 

was chosen as equal to 1. 

Pabl(t) are obtained with Esther, using the model used for fitting experiments results with 

simulations (IV). This numerical study is achieved with a range of intensities from 50 to 

500 GW/cm² for 5-ns, 10-ns and 50-ns for Top-Hat and Gaussian pulses. The maximum value of 

Pabl(t) is extracted and plotted versus the maximum value of I(t). Results are described on 

Figure 10. 

Fig. 10 P=f(I) with P(t) defined with Esther and from the equation (2) 

For Gaussian pulses obtained with Esther, an increase in P with a decrease of pulse duration 

is to be noticed. This is corroborated by Phipps’ law. The overall trend of all points obtained 

with Esther for Gaussian profiles show the same progression of P than Phipps law. Despite some 

fluctuations, this agreement is good, especially for rather high intensities (>250 GW/cm²). P-I 

points with Top-Hat impulsions obtained with Esther are very close to the one obtained with 

Phipps law for 5-ns impulsions. For these Top-Hat pulse configurations, maximal values of 



Pabl(t) seem to not be influenced by the pulse duration (τ) since simulations realized with Esther 

generates exactly the same maximum in ablation pressure, whatever τ. In the considered regimes, 

τ seems to have an influence on the loading duration but the maximum value is generated by the 

very first ns of interaction. Hence, at equal intensity, a Top-Hat laser impulsion generates equal 

maximum of Pabl. 

8 Conclusion 

The use of Esther for reproducing experiments has been demonstrated. The results presented here 

show a coherent laser-matter interaction and accurate simulation of mechanics, shock behavior, 

damaging and fracturation of materials. In the considered configurations, this code demonstrates 

its ability and can therefore be used for predicting and designing future laser experiments in non-

confined configurations. Future work has to be done in order to develop Esther for materials such 

as polymers, composites and alloys under laser shock in confined configuration. 
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Fig. 8 Pabl(t) (yellow) and P(t) at 50 μm (red), 100 μm (magenta), 150 μm (pale blue), 200 μm 

(dark blue) and 250 μm (green) of propagation for a 10-ns GCLT Top-Hat (full lines) and 10-ns 

numerical Feq Top-Hats (dotted line) 

Fig. 9 v(t) for a 10-ns GCLT Top-Hat (full line) and a 10-ns numerical Top-Hat defined with a 

Feq (dotted line) 

Fig. 10 P=f(I) with P(t) defined with Esther and from the equation (2) 




